“I am Blind.
I need Understanding not
Discrimination”

NO DISCRIMINATION
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ABOUT THIS HANDBOOK
RBI circulars and IBA procedural guidelines on
inclusive banking have established a strong basis
for Inclusive Banking for Blind and Low Vision
customers.
(The relevant circulars are Circular DBOD. No. Leg
BC. 91 /09.07.005/2007-08 dated June 4, 2008;
DBOD.No.Leg.BC.123 /09.07.005/2008-09 dated
13th April 2009, DBOD.No.Leg.BC.38 /09.07.005/
2012 -13 dated 5th September 2012, along with
IBA procedural guidelines on inclusive banking No.CE/RB-1/vip/1766 dated November 18, 2008
and standards for Accessible ATMs - No.CIR/RB/
ATMVCP/6846 dated February 27, 2013)
Despite these rules, regulations and guidelines,
the ground level reality for blind and low vision
customers of various banks in India continues to
remain abysmal. Such persons are constantly
refused access to banking services. In the
exceptional cases where they are given access,
they experience extremely discriminatory
procedures, which contradict the essential spirit of
the RBI and IBA rules and guidelines.
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This is primarily on account of two major lacunas.
Firstly, lack of uniform non-discriminatory
operational level procedures to be followed in
offering all banking services to blind and low
vision customers. This has lead to a scenario
where, whilst banks do comply with the RBI and
IBA guidelines on this subject, these services are
offered as per the Bank’s procedural
understanding, a lot of which in reality have been
found to be contrary to the spirit of the RBI and
IBA guidelines. The Chief Commissioner of Persons
with Disabilities, Govt. of India (CCPD) has had to
intervene on various occasions to correct these
discriminatory practices.
Secondly, undue fear and apprehension that the
Banker feels to ensure the blind/low vision
customers’ safety. This often comes from a lack of
awareness and knowledge about the lives of the
blind and low vision persons. Bankers, well
meaning as they may be, fail to understand that
banking is an informed choice that the blind and
low vision customers are making, hence they
should be naturally aware of the risks involved in
the same. Further, blind and low vision persons
are competent to enter into a legal contract. The
Banker’s duty lies in offering the services in a
non-discriminatory manner to such customers.
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In order to overcome these lacunas, this
handbook is a compilation of rules and regulations
related to inclusive banking. It also suggests
proposed operational level guidelines that need to
be followed to ensure effective implementation of
the rules and regulations.
The Xavier’s Resource Centre for the Visually
Challenged (XRCVC) has been working in the area
of Inclusive Banking since 2006 and has partnered
with RBI and IBA through the course of issuing
their rules, and also with Banks to ensure that
ground level lacunas are weeded out. The XRCVC
is happy to partner with any Banking
establishment to ensure effective implementation
of inclusive banking rules and help it create
adequate and appropriate operational guidelines
as listed out in this handbook.
We are confident that this handbook will help you
and your establishments make your banking
services truly inclusive for blind and low vision
customers.

Dr Sam Taraporevala
Director, XRCVC
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MEET YOUR CUSTOMER

I Am Blind
I am a Lawyer
I am Blind
I Trade the Stock Market
I am Blind
I am a Physiotherapist
I am Blind
I am a Businessman
I am Blind
I am a Farmer

I am Blind
I am a Banker

I am Blind
I am a Teacher

I am Blind
I am a Painter
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I am Blind
I am a Chartered Accountant
I am Blind
I am a Software Professional
I am Blind
I am a Writer

I am Blind
I am a Parent
I am Blind
I am a Bread Earner
I am Blind
I am a daughter, looking after my
parents
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Today, Blind and Low Vision persons are in careers
and roles as diverse as the sighted.
The Blind are bread earners for their families and
caretakers for others.
The Blind head organizations and need to manage
organizational finances.
The Blind trade in the stock market and make their
own investment choices.
The Blind and Low Vision persons are CONSUMERS of
Banking Services.
The Blind and Low Vision persons are BANK’s
CUSTOMERS.
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GET TO KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER
The Blind and Low Vision read and write
independently:
∗ Using Braille/Large Font Material/
Electronic Documents/Audio Material
∗

Or, if these are not available, then using a
reader and writer. Since they do this regularly,
they have their own methods of checking for
accuracy of the material read out to them and
content filled up on their behalf.

The Blind and Low Vision use
computers independently:
∗ Screen Readers and Screen Magnification
Softwares are attached/installed on regular
computers to help them do so.
The Blind and Low Vision persons use mobile
phones independently:
∗ Screen Readers and Screen Magnification
Softwares are attached/installed on regular
phones to help them do so.
The Blind and Low Vision persons identify
currency:
∗ Using their sense of touch. They have their
own methods for this.
The Blind and Low vision persons also use other
home and office devices:
∗ Like talking calculators, Braille or talking
watches, weighing scales and many more.
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All Blind and Low Vision Customers
are not the same,
Just like all Sighted Customers are not the same.

The Blind use their Sense of touch, sound and
smell to do the same things that Sight helps those
with
vision do.
They do not have a sixth sense, but practiced
sharpened senses.
They do everything that the sighted world does,
just a little differently.
Banking is a service of CHOICE. Blind/Low Vision
customers are making an INFORMED CHOICE and
are fully aware of the Rules, Regulations and Risks
involved.
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The BANKER’s duty is to offer equal and
non-discriminatory services to all his/
her customers including blind and low
vision persons.
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WHAT DO THE RULES SAY ?

All RBI rules mandate that all banking services
must be offered to blind and low vision customers
without any discrimination.
The IBA Procedural Guidelines also state that blind
and low vision customers must be offered all
banking services without any discrimination, on
par with sighted customers.
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The following circulars have been appended to
this book.
Sr.
No
1
2

Circular Name

Annexure

CCPD Judgement of 2005
RBI circular - Circular DBOD.
No. Leg BC.
91 /09.07.005/2007-08

A
B

3

IBA procedural guidelines
C
on inclusive banking - No.
CE/RB-1/vip/1766 dated No-

4

RBI circular
DBOD.No.Leg.BC.123 /09.07
.005/2008-09 dated 13th

D

5

RBI circular
DBOD.No.Leg.BC.38 /09.07.
005/2012-13 dated 5th Sep-

E

6
7

CCPD Judgement of 2012
IBA standards for Accessible
ATMs - No.CIR/RB/
ATMVCP/6846 dated

F
G
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WHAT IS THE GROUND REALITY ?
On account of the fact that the Rules and
Guidelines have not laid out the in-depth
operational procedures to be followed for offering
non-discriminatory services, each bank has
created its own operational rules. More often
than not, these are contrary to the spirit of the RBI
guidelines and CCPD orders.
We have listed below the recommended
operational procedures for the key banking
services. For each section, we have also highlighted the lacunas that often occur at the ground
level, which are contrary to the spirit of the RBI
guidelines and need to be corrected. We are
confident that they will help your bank to
appropriately correct procedures, wherever
required. Whilst the below mentioned suggestions
are for existing services, we strongly recommend
that the banking community sets up an effective
user level feedback system to ensure accessibility
of any new banking service launched or existing
inclusive banking initiatives to ensure that what is
set in place with the intent of inclusion actually
serves its purpose.
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I. Opening of Accounts/Term Deposits

Service
Permitted

Mode of
Operation
Permitted
(Thumb
Print/
Signature)

Nature of
Service
Permitted

Current Practice
(contrary to
Spirit of RBI and
IBA
circulars)

Required Practice
(which will
uphold spirit of
RBI and IBA
circulars)

Yes

Yes
Customer to be
given a choice of
whether to use
thumb print or
signature. The
bank should not
be allowed to
decide between
the two on behalf
of the blind
person.

Some banks
insist on Thumb
Impression when
the customer
may prefer
signature, or vice
versa.
Some banks
deny some type
of accounts to
blind customers,
particularly
single accounts:
Refusal to open
single/joint
account.

Blind persons
should be allowed
to open any
account of their
choice: Single/
Joint/Either Or.
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Insistence that
joint accounts
cannot be of two
blind persons.

Some banks insist
that, even in
either/or
accounts, if the
second holder is
sighted, s/he
cannot transact
without the
presence of the
blind person.

Some banks insist
that the customer
finds a witness, or
Insistence that a relative
must be a witness
of
and give an
Witness
demanded undertaking.

Two or more blind
persons should
be
permitted to open
joint accounts.
All account
operating rules to
be followed as
per the mandate
of the account.
No
special rules to be
applied. The Blind
person has made
an informed
choice and hence
does not need
any extra
limitations by way
of additional
provisions.
If the bank feels
the need to have
a witness, it has
to be arranged by
the bank. No
delivery of
Banking service
can be delayed or
denied because of
the absence of a
witness.
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Insistence of
Additional
undertakings
(Ideal
procedure
for
Undertaking
if need be is
listed out in
Section IX.
Only a
common
undertaking
at time of
opening of
account of
selection of
additional
services can
be used.)

Some banks insist
that blind
customers sign an
additional
undertaking that
indemnifies the
bank of all
responsibility, and
demands that the
customer bear the
entire risk.

If the Bank feels
the need to take
an additional
undertaking from
blind customers, it
can only relate to
the area of
acknowledging
that rules have
been read out and
understood and
assistance may be
taken to fill up
forms/slips. For
any risk related to
the banking service the same
declarations that
are taken for
sighted customers
within service
forms should apply
to the blind. Also,
only a common
undertaking at
time of opening of
account or
selection of
additional services
needs to be used.
No separate
undertaking
should be taken
for each service.
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Special
Marking on
the
documents /
tools

Some banks
mark that the
account
belongs to a
blind person.

If need be the
Bank may mark at
the time of
opening that the
account is of a
Visually
Challenged
customer.
However, this
should be done at
the back-end
alone.
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II. Cash Withdrawal/Deposit
Current Practice
(contrary to
Spirit of RBI and
IBA
circulars)
Service
Permitted

Required Practice
(which will
uphold spirit of
RBI and IBA
circulars)

Yes

Mode of
Operation
Permitted
(Thumb
Print/
Signature)

Yes
Customer to be
given a choice of
whether to use
thumb print or
Some banks
signature. The
insist on Thumb
bank should not
Impression when be allowed to
the customer
decide between
may prefer signa- the two on behalf
ture, or vice
of the blind
versa.
person.

Nature of
Service
Permitted

Some banks do
not allow blind
persons to
operate this
service
independently.

A Blind person
must be permitted to
withdraw or
deposit cash
independently.
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Insistence
of Witness
demanded

All account
operating rules
must be followed
as per the
mandate of the
account. No
special rules must
be applied. The
Blind person has
made an
Some banks
informed choice
refuse to let a
sighted person of and hence does
not need any
a joint account
withdraw money extra limitations
by way of
if the blind
accountholder is additional
provisions.
not present.
If the bank feels
the need to have
a witness, it has
to be arranged by
Some banks
insist that the
the bank. No
customer finds a delivery of
witness, or that a Banking service
relative must be can be delayed or
a witness and
denied because of
the absence of a
give an
witness.
undertaking.
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Insistence of
Additional
undertakings
(Ideal
procedure for
Undertaking
if need be is
listed out in
Section IX.
Only a
common
undertaking
at time of
opening of
account of
selection of
additional
services can
be used.)
Special
Marking on
the
documents/
tools

No additional
Some banks
undertaking
insist that blind should be
persons sign
demanded from a
an additional
blind person. If
undertaking
the bank desires,
that
the cash
indemnifies
withdrawal and
the bank of all deposit can be
responsibility
made in the
and demands
presence of a
that the
witness as per the
customer take above suggested
the entire risk. method.

Not Applicable

Not Applicable
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III. Cheque Books

Current Practice
(contrary to
Spirit of RBI and
IBA circulars)
Service
Permitted

Mode of
Operation
Permitted
(Thumb
Print/
Signature)

Nature of
Service
Permitted

Oftentimes
Denied

Some banks
insist on Thumb
Impression when
the customer
may prefer
signature, or vice
versa.
Some banks do
not allow blind
persons to issue
third party
Cheques/self
cheques.

Required Practice
(which will
uphold spirit of
RBI and IBA
circulars)

To be given
Customer to be
given a choice of
whether to use
thumb print or
signature. The
bank should not
be allowed to
decide between
the two on behalf
of the blind
person.

Blind persons
should be allowed
to issue all types of
cheques.
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Some banks
permit issuance of
only a limited
number of
cheques to blind
customers.

Some banks refuse
to give blind
customers self
operated cheque
book facility.

In case of use of
Thumb Print,
whilst there will be
a need for a bank
official to verify
the same, there
should be no
Insistence on the
number of
cheques that can
be verified at a
time. That choice
should rest solely
with the customer.
If use of signature,
given there might
be higher
variation, the bank
may use the back
end data of the
account being held
by a visually
challenged
customer and
hence cross-check
a variation with
the customer
before rejection.
Telephonic
verification for the
same can be
explored.
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When use of
thumb prints
need to be
verified by a
bank official,
some banks
insist that each
time a cheque
has to be issued
the person will
have to be
physically
present for
verification.

Insistence
of Witness
demanded

Some banks
insist that the
customer finds a
witness, or that
a relative must
be a witness and
give an
undertaking.

No witness is
needed.
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Insistence of
Additional
undertakings
(Ideal
procedure
for
Undertaking
if need be is
listed out in
Section IX.
Only a
common
undertaking
at time of
opening of
account of
selection of
additional
services can
be used.)

Special
Marking on
the
documents/
tools

Some banks
insist that
blind
customers sign
an additional
undertaking
that
indemnifies
the bank of all
responsibility,
and demands
that the
customer bear
the entire risk.
Some banks
make a mark
on cheque
books that the
account holder
is visually
impaired.

Banks should not
demand any
additional
undertaking for
each service. The
common
undertaking at
time of account
opening or for
seeking
additional services
should suffice.
There should be
no marking on the
cheque book or
cheque leaves.
Marking should be
done only at the
back end.
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IV. ATM/Debit/Credit Cards

Current Practice
(contrary to
Spirit of RBI and
IBA circulars)

Service
Permitted

Some banks deny
cards to blind
customers on
grounds of
safety.

Mode of
Operation
Permitted
(Thumb
Print/
Signature)

Signature Alone.

Required Practice
(which will
uphold spirit of
RBI and IBA
circulars)
All Cards -- ATM/
Credit and Debit
Card – should be
issued to blind and
low vision
customers.
One-third of all
new ATM
Machines should
be made
accessible as per
IBA standards.
(See annexure D
and G)
Due to lack of
space on the
signature fields on
the cards, the
blind and low
vision persons will
use a signature
both on cards and
the payment slips.
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Nature of
Service
Permitted

Some banks
issue only
specific credit
limit cards to
blind customers.

Oftentimes only
partially talking
ATMs are passed
off as Accessible
ATMs by banks.

Credit Card limits
should be set on
the same financial
criteria as for the
sighted.
An Accessible ATM
as per
Accessible ATM
standards issued
in the IBA
standards circular
needs to be
followed for the
deployment of the
1/3rd Accessible
ATMs.

Some banks insist
that the customer finds a witness, or that a
relative must be
Insistence a witness and
No witness is
of Witness give an
needed.
demanded undertaking.
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Insistence of
Additional
undertakings
(Ideal
procedure
for
Undertaking
if need be is
listed out in
Section IX.
Only a
common
undertaking
at time of
opening of
account of
selection of
additional
services can
be used. )
Special
Marking on
the
documents/
tools

Some banks
Insist that blind
customers sign
an additional
undertaking
that
indemnifies the
bank of all
responsibility,
and demands
that the
customer bear
the entire risk.
Some banks
issue specially
marked or
special cards to
blind
customers.

Banks should not
demand any
additional
undertaking for
each service. The
common
undertaking at
time of account
opening or for
seeking
additional
services should
suffice.
This is not
needed at all. If
Banks wish, they
may issue Photo
Credit/Debit
Cards.
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V. Net banking and Mobile banking

Current Practice
(contrary to Spirit
of RBI and IBA
circulars)

Service
Permitted

Not given
sometimes to
blind customers.

Mode of
Operation
Permitted
(Thumb
Print/
Signature)

Some banks insist
on Thumb
Impression when
the customer may
prefer signature,
or vice versa.

Nature of
Service
Permitted

Only limited net
banking features
given to blind
customers.

Required Practice
(which will
uphold spirit of
RBI and IBA
circulars)
Both services
have to be
provided to blind
customers.
Customer to be
given a choice of
whether to use
thumb print or
signature. The
bank should not
be allowed to
decide between
the two on behalf
of the blind
person.
All Net Banking
and Mobile
Banking services
to be permitted
to blind customers.
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Insistence
of Witness
demanded

Net Banking
Websites and
Mobile Banking,
bank authorized
applications to be
made accessible as
per standard
accessibility
guidelines.
Security controls
Separate net
for online
banking sites
transactions need
with only
limited features also be accessible
to blind
maintained for
blind customers. customers.
Some banks
insist that the
customer finds a
witness, or that
a relative must
be a witness and
No witness is
give an
needed.
undertaking.
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Banks should not
demand any
additional
Insistence of
undertaking for
Additional
each service. The
undertakings
common
(Ideal
undertaking at
procedure for
time of account
Undertaking if Some Banks
insist that
opening or for
need be is
blind
seeking
listed out in
customers sign additional
Section IX.
an additional
services should
Only a
undertaking
suffice. The Blind
common
person has made
undertaking that
indemnifies
an informed
at time of
the bank of all choice and hence
opening of
responsibility, does not need
account of
and demands
any extra
selection of
that the
limitations by
additional
services can customer bear way of additional
the entire risk. provisions.
be used. )
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Special
Marking on
the
documents/
tools

No marking.

No marking is
needed.
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VI. NEFT/RTGS/Electronic Clearance Service
Current Practice
(contrary to Spirit
of RBI and IBA
circulars)

Service
Permitted

Mode of
Operation
Permitted
(Thumb
Print/
Signature)
Nature of
Service
Permitted

Sometimes not
given to blind
customers in case
of use of Thumb
Prints.

Some banks insist
on Thumb
Impression when
the customer may
prefer signature,
or vice versa.

Required
Practice (which
will uphold
spirit of RBI and
IBA circulars)
To be given to
all blind
customers. If
thumb prints are
used it poses no
additional risk as
the verification
of the thumb
print is
happening in
person.
Customer to be
given a choice of
whether to use
thumb print or
signature. The
bank should not
be allowed to
decide between
the two on behalf of the blind
person.
To be given on
par with the
sighted.
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Some banks insist
that the customer
finds a witness, or
that a relative
Insistence of must be a witness
and give an
Witness
Demanded undertaking.

No witness is
needed
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Insistence of
Additional
under
takings
(Ideal
procedure
for
Undertaking
if need be is
listed out in
Section IX.
Only a
common
undertaking
at time of
opening of
account of
selection of
additional
services can
be used. )
Special

Some Banks insist
that blind
customers sign an
additional
undertaking that
indemnifies the
bank of all
responsibility, and
demands that the
customer bear the
entire risk.

Banks should
not demand
any
additional
undertaking
for each
service. The
common
undertaking at
time of
account
opening or for
seeking
additional
services should
suffice. The
Blind person
has made an
informed
choice and
hence does
not need any
extra
limitations by
way of
additional
provisions.

Marking on
the
No Marking

documents/
tools

No marking.

is needed.
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VII. Lockers

Current Practice
(contrary to Spirit
of RBI and IBA
circulars)
Service
Permitted

Mode of
Operation
Permitted
(Thumb
Print/
Signature)

Nature of
Service
Permitted

Denied Sometimes

Some banks insist
on Thumb
Impression when
the customer may
prefer signature,
or vice versa.
Denial of some
type of accounts:
Refusal to open
single/joint
account.
Some banks insist
that joint accounts
cannot be of two
blind persons.

Required
Practice (which
will uphold
spirit of RBI and
IBA circulars)
To be given
Customer to be
given a choice of
whether to use
thumb print or
signature. The
bank should not
be allowed to
decide between
the two on
behalf of the
blind
person.
Any account of
choice to be
opened: Single/
Joint/Either Or.
Two or more
blind persons to
be permitted to
open joint
accounts.
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All account
operating rules
to be followed as
per the mandate
of the account.
Some banks insist
No special rules
that, even in
either/or accounts, to be applied.
The Blind person
if the second
has made an
holder is sighted,
he cannot transact Informed choice
and hence does
without the
not need extra
presence of the
provisions.
blind person.
Some banks insist
that the customer
finds a witness, or
that a relative
Insistence must be a witness
No witness is
of Witness and give an
needed.
demanded undertaking.
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VIII. Loans

Current Practice
(contrary to
Spirit of RBI and
IBA circulars)

Service
Permitted

Denied
sometimes to
blind customers.

Required Practice
(which will
uphold spirit of
RBI and IBA
circulars)
Not to be denied
based on
disability. Same
procedures to be
followed as for the
sighted.
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Insistence of
Additional
undertakings (Ideal
procedure
for
Undertaking
if need be is
listed out in
Section IX.
Only a
common
undertaking
at time of
opening of
account of
selection of
additional
services can
be used. )
Special
Marking on
the
documents/
tools

Banks insist that
blind customers
sign an additional
undertaking that
indemnifies the
bank of all
responsibility, and
demands that the
customer bear the
entire risk.

Banks should
not demand
any additional
undertaking
for each service. The
common
undertaking at
time of
account
opening or for
seeking
additional
Services
should suffice.
The Blind
person has
made an
informed
choice and
hence does
not need any
extra
limitations by
way of
additional
provisions.

No marking.

No marking is
needed on the
locker.
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IX.

Undertaking Sample

Currently, to avail various banking facilities, blind
and low vision persons are being asked to sign
undertakings that are extremely discriminatory
and contradictory to the RBI rules as also the various CCPD orders that demand that no additional
undertaking (undertaking which is not taken from
non-disabled persons) be taken for provision of
any banking services. Further the CCPD order also
states that, in order to safeguard the interest of
the blind and low vision customer, at no cost
should their rights be prejudiced.
Hence it is strongly recommended that no such
undertaking be demanded. Should the bank still
feel the need for such an undertaking then the
wording needs to be restricted to the below mentioned example where it is in no way discriminatory and does not prejudice the rights of the blind
and low vision customer. Any undertaking that indemnifies the risk of the banking process itself,
any more than is done for the sighted customers,
prejudices the rights of the blind and low vision
customer and will be discriminatory. All such undertakings need to be discontinued.
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Declaration 1
(Annexure to the Account Opening Form)
To
........
I....... am a person with total blindness/low vision. I
have chosen to open a (Savings/Current) (Individual/
Joint/Either or Survivor).........account with your bank
and avail the following services.
(To be filled as per Banks Services- Complete List of
services Available with the bank with check Boxes)
…
...
…
…
I am aware of the terms and conditions of use of the
above stated services as listed in their respective
service forms.
I hereby undertake that it is my responsibility to
understand the rules for any service I choose of the
bank as listed out in the bank’s literature. Because of
lack of material available in accessible formats at the
bank I may seek the assistance of bank officials to
read or fill up banking documents for operation and
access of the above chosen banking services.
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I declare that I am responsible for understanding any
material read out to me by bank officials and for the
accuracy of content filled up on my behalf by bank
officials whenever I may use such assistance to avail
any of the above chosen services.
I hereby declare that I agree to avail the above
selected services as per the rules stated in their
respective service selection forms which I have duly
submitted with my acceptance of terms and
condition as listed for all customers in their
respective forms.

Signature/Thumb Print of Account Holder
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Declaration 2
(For additional services that may be opted for during
the course of holding an account)
To
........
I....... am a person with total blindness/low vision. I
currently hold .........account with your bank. My
account no is.... I choose to avail the following
additional services.
(To be filled as per Banks Services - Complete List of
services Available with the bank with check Boxes)
…
...
…
I am aware of the terms and conditions of use of the
above stated services as listed in their respective
service forms.
I hereby undertake that it is my responsibility to
understand the rules for any service I choose of the
bank as listed out in the bank’s literature. Because of
lack of material available in accessible formats at the
bank I may seek the assistance of bank officials to
read or fill up banking documents for operation and
access of the above chosen banking services.
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I declare that I am responsible for understanding of
any material read out to me by bank officials and for
the accuracy of content filled up on my behalf by
bank officials whenever I may use such assistance to
avail any of the above chosen services.
I hereby declare that I agree to avail the above
selected services as per the rules stated in their
respective service selection forms which I have duly
submitted with my acceptance of terms and
condition as listed for all customers in their
respective forms.

Signature/Thumb Print of Account Holder
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ANNEXURE

45

ANNEXURE-A
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48
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50
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7
A) For cash withdrawals. the visually impaired person should personally pre
sent himself/herself before the bank official who will facilitate "filling

up the cheque/withdrawal slips.

B) The facility of operating the Lockers be also allowed to the visually
impaired account holders without insisting on the joint account, as this may
not be possible for those who ate single or whose spouse is also visually
Impaired and children are minor,
C) ATM facility be also allowed on demand to the visually impaired customer
As available to other customers, 3anki should procure talking ATMs
whenever they install new ones. Such an ATM machine has already been
installed by some bank in Pune/Mumbai.

E) Banks should also ensure that the ATMs, are accessible to other categories
of persons with disabilities such as the wheelchair users.
15. As regards the qualification of the scribes. IBA has informed that the issue
should be resolved by t he Ministry of Finance which will be referred to them.
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RBI / 2007-08 / 358
DBOD.No.Leg BC. 91 /09.07.005/2007-08
June 4, 2008
To
All Scheduled Commercial Banks
(excluding RRBs)
Dear Sir,
Banking facilities to the visually challenged
It has been brought to our notice that visually
challenged persons are facing problems in availing
banking facilities. It may be noted that banking
facilities including cheque book facility / operation
of ATM / locker etc. cannot be denied to the
visually challenged as they are legally competent to
contract.
2. It may be recalled that in the Case No.
2791/2003, the Honourable Court of Chief
Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities had
passed Orders dated 05.09.2005 which was
forwarded by IBA to all the member banks vide
their circular letter dated October 20, 2005. In the
above Order, the Honorable Court
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has instructed that banks should offer all the
banking facilities including cheque book facility,
ATM facility and locker facility to the visually
challenged and also assist them in withdrawal of
cash. Further, in Para 14 of the above Order, the
Honorable Court has observed that visually
impaired persons cannot be denied the facility of
cheque book, locker and ATM on the possibility of
risk in operating / using the said facility, as the
element of risk is involved in case of other
customers as well.
3. Banks are therefore advised to ensure that all
the banking facilities such as cheque book facility
including third party cheques, ATM facility, Net
banking facility, locker facility, retail loans, credit
cards etc. are invariably offered to the visually
challenged without any discrimination. Banks may
also advise their branches to render all possible
assistance to the visually challenged for availing the
various banking facilities.
Yours faithfully
(Prashant Saran)
Chief General Manager-in-Charge
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No.CE/RB-1/vip/1766
November 18, 2008

The Chief Executives of all Member Banks
Dear Sirs,
Providing Banking Facilities to Visually Impaired
Persons
We refer to our circular No.CIR/RB/1230 dated
February 4, 2006 enclosing procedural guidelines
on the captioned subject. Subsequent to which, we
have received several representations from visually
impaired persons regarding the facilities and
services being provided by banks and the ground
level difficulties being faced by them. As you are
aware, procedural guidelines were issued in the
context of the order dated September 5, 2005
passed by the Court of Chief Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities, New Delhi regarding facilities
to be provided to visually impaired persons.
Following complaints from Visually Impaired Persons, the Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities had again issued an advisory to the Finance
Ministry and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in May
2008 to take necessary steps to ensure that visually
impaired persons are not denied normal banking
facilities.
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Subsequently, the RBI, vide circular DBOD.No.Leg
BC.91/09.07.005/2007-08 dated 4th June 2008
advised banks that all banks must render the same
services to a visually impaired person as it would to
any other person without discrimination. The
Circular stated that the banks, must provide the
visually impaired with every facility viz., cheque
Book facility, ATM facility, net banking facility,
locker facility, retail loans, credit cards etc.
Following the above RBI circular, we had examined
the need to revise the procedural guidelines issued
in February 2006 in consultation with IBA
Sub-committee on Customer Service and Customer
Rights. We also had interactions with a Mumbai
based voluntary organization working for the
welfare of Impaired persons. The interactions
indicated that technology innovation in the recent
years had greatly empowered visually impaired
persons in leading a normal life. Technology
applications such as screen readers for computers
and mobile phones, which are being used by the
visually impaired persons for online/net banking,
were demonstrated to us. Visually impaired
persons can read and understand printed
documents etc. by first scanning them and then
getting them read out by the screen reader.
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Further, we have seen demonstration of finger
print technology being developed by software firm
which would enable banks to store thumb impression of
visually impaired persons in place of signature in
their system. Cheques authenticated by them with
thumb impression can be scanned and the image
compared with that stored in the system to honor
the cheque. It is suggested that when this
technology is fully developed and made available in
the market, banks should consider integrating it
with their core banking platform so that cheque
book facility can be extended to a larger segment of
visually impaired persons.
Our attention was also drawn to the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities, which clearly commits to rights of
persons with disability and their access to services.
Article 9 of the Convention enables persons with
disabilities to live independently and participate
fully in all aspects of life and also gives them access
to facilities and services open or provided to the
public, both in urban and rural areas. Additionally,
Article 12 states “Parties shall take all appropriate
and effective measures to ensure the equal right of
persons with disabilities to own or inherit property,
to control their own financial affairs and to have
equal access to bank loans, mortgages and other
forms of financial credit, and shall ensure that
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It is expected that the guidelines issued by the RBI
would result in an increase in the number of ATM
cards issued to visually impaired persons. This
would enhance the case for installation of talking
ATMs to facilitate hassle free operations by visually
impaired persons. Banks are requested to consider
installing talking ATMs wherever feasible.
Keeping in view the above, we have revised the
procedural guidelines for providing banking
facilities to visually impaired persons, copy of which
is enclosed. While finalizing the document the
Sub-Committee took into consideration that
request for ATM facilities, online banking facilities
etc., would come only from visually impaired
persons who are capable of using the applications.
Members are requested to kindly consider the
revised procedural guidelines and issue necessary
instructions to the operating staff.

Yours faithfully,

K Unnikrishnan
Dy. Chief Executive
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PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES FOR BANKING
FACILITIES TO VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS
I. General Instructions
1. Banking facilities for visually impaired persons
should be offered at all branches of the bank.
2. Banks should not equate visually impaired
customers with illiterate customers.
3. All Banks must provide the same facilities to a
visually impaired customer/prospective customer
as it would to any other customer. But at the same
time the customers should be made aware of the
risk involved in some of these facilities which may
be higher than that for a normal customer.
4. Additional facilities like reading and filling up of
forms, slips, cheques should be provided to a
visually impaired customer, if required.
5. Banks should not deny any services to visually
impaired customers including visually impaired
customers who use their thumb impression for
operating the bank account.
6. A visually impaired customer must not be forced
to operate the bank account jointly with any
person or in the presence of any person.
7. Visually impaired customers may be allowed to
appoint a person/persons as their Power of
Attorney or Mandate Holder to operate their bank
account if the visually impaired customer so
desires.
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II. Opening of Bank Accounts
1. All banking products offered by the bank should
be made available to visually impaired persons.
2. The bank must follow the same procedure for
opening the account of a visually impaired person
as it does for its other customers.
3. He / She must be allowed to open the account
either singly or jointly with others.
4. The Bank must allow the visually impaired
customer to open a joint account with anybody
that he/she chooses including person(s) who is/are
visually impaired.
5. The Officer / Manager of the branch should read
out the rules of business and other terms and
conditions in the presence of a witness, if required
by the customer.
6. The bank branch manager must inform a visually
impaired customer/prospective customer of his
rights and liabilities before opening the account.
7. The documentation requirements of a visually
impaired customer must be the same as any other
customer.
8. The account has to be clearly marked as "the
account holder is visually impaired".
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III. Withdrawal of cash / Cheque book facility
1. Facilities for withdrawal of cash as are provided
to all customers regarding cash payments must be
provided to visually impaired customers.
2. In case a visually impaired customer makes cash
withdrawals at the bank then the payment must be
made in the presence of another bank employee/
officer. No outside witnesses are required unless
the visually impaired customer requests that such
witnesses be present.
3. Operations should not be restricted to
self-withdrawals.
4. Cheque book facility should not be denied to
visually impaired person.
5. All procedures pertaining to the use of such
cheque books by visually impaired customers must
be in accordance with that the other customers.
6. Cheques issued by visually impaired persons to
third parties should be honoured, if otherwise in
order.
IV. Credit Cards /Debit Cards
1. Visually impaired customers must be issued
credit cards/debit cards on request.
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2. All rules and regulation regarding credit/debit
card must be available on the web-site of the
respective bank in accessible format. These should
be read out to visually impaired persons and
perceived risk factors explained to them.
3. Banks may consider issuing Credit/Debit Card
with Photograph. This Photograph will work as a
identification/verification.
V. ATM/Debit Cards
1. Visually impaired customers must be permitted
to avail of ATM facilities.
2. Banks should also ensure that the ATMs are
accessible to other categories of persons with
disabilities such as the orthopedically disabled.
VI. On Line Banking / Mobile Banking
And Tele Banking/Phone Banking
1. All banks must have Accessible websites and
conform to international accessibility standards.
2. All customer facing applications such as web
applications, desktop applications and mobile
applications should be accessible to visually
impaired persons.
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3. The banks should have alternate methods of user
authentication/password verification.
4. All features especially those related to customer
security must be accessible visually impaired
persons.
VII. Lockers
1. Visually impaired customers should be provided
with locker facility on request.
2. Suitable lockers conveniently located for
operations may be allotted.
3. Bank procedures for issuing a locker to a visually
impaired customer must be the same as to any
other customer.
4. A visually impaired customer may be given the
following options for operation of locker:
a. Operation – Singly
b. Operation - Singly with the assistance of a

reliable person, as per the choice of the Applicant.
c. Operation - Jointly.
5. A visually impaired customer may request the
person in-charge of the locker to be present when
the locker is opened or to check if nothing has been
left behind or fallen after the locker is closed.
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VIII. Loans
1. Loans must be made available to visually
impaired customers as are offered to other
customers and their impairment of vision should
not be a criterion for sanctioning/denying a loan.
2. No additional burden of interest payment,
collateral and other terms should be imposed on
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No.CIR/RB/ATMVCP/6846
February 27, 2013

The Chief Executives of all Member Banks
Dear Sirs/Madam,
ATMs installed for Visually Challenged Persons
We
refer
to
the
RBI
circular
vide
DBOD.No.Leg.BC.123 /09.07.005/2008-09 dated 13th
April 2009 which mandates that all new and existing
ATMs have accessibility features for wheel chair users. It
also mandates that 1/3rd of all new ATMs ensure accessibility features for blind and low vision users. There has
also been a follow up RBI circular vide
DBOD.No.Leg.BC.38 /09.07.005/2012-13 dated 5th
September 2012 reiterating the same.
Following the RBI circulars the IBA had constituted a Sub
-Committee on ATM systems for Visually Challenged
Persons. The Subcommittee was set up to iron out initial
problems resulting in the field because of ineffective
models as well as lack of standardization. It was also
aimed to collectively work at ensuring that cross country
deployment of accessible ATMs effective and possible.
The Sub-Committee through its deliberations and
interactions with ATM manufacturers over the past years
has been able to address the key concerns and take
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It is worth mentioning that the successful working of the
Sub-committee in collaboration with the Xavier’s
Resource Centre for the Visually Challenged (XRCVC)
and pioneering initiatives taken by Union Bank of India
and State Bank of India has made bi-lingual accessible
ATMs a reality in India with over 2000 such machines
deployed across the country. These were required in order
to avoid partially speaking ATMs which may have a few
voice prompts but do not meet the criteria of accessibility
as also avoid duplication of efforts by learning from
already successful models.
Keeping in view of the above, the present document on
Standards for Accessible ATMs aims to lay down industry
criteria which may be adopted by all banks to ensure
effective deployment and uniformity among accessible
ATM machines of different banks and therefore facilitate
ease at the level of the end consumer.
At the Meeting of the above Sub-Committee held on 24th
August 2012, a Report was submitted by the Working
Group consisting members from State Bank of India,
ICICI Bank and HDFC Bank constituted by the
Sub-Committee. The Report suggested a Process Flow for
cash withdrawal by a visually challenged person at an
ATM. The Report was submitted to the Standing
Committee at its meeting on 19th November 2012. The
Committee deliberated on the issue in detail and decided
to circulate (1) The Standards for Accessible ATMs
prepared by Union Bank of India and XRCVC and (2),
The Suggested Process Flows and Additional Features
among the member banks.
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The decision of the Standing Committee was ratified by
the Managing Committee of the Association at its meeting
held on 30th November 2012. A copy of the Standards for
Accessible ATMs (Annexure –I) and the Process Flow
for cash withdrawal by a visually challenged person at an
ATM (Annexure –II) are enclosed for upgrading the
ATM Standards.
Member banks are requested to kindly consider adopting
the Standards for Accessible ATMs and the Process Flow
for cash withdrawal by a visually challenged person at an
ATM, within your deployment process.

Yours faithfully,

K Unnikrishnan
Deputy Chief Executive
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